Building and maintaining the epithelium of the lung
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Airspaces of the lung are lined by an epithelium whose cellular composition changes along the proximal-to-distal axis to meet local functional needs for mucociliary clearance, hydration, host defense, and gas exchange. Advances in cell isolation, in vitro culture techniques, and genetic manipulation of animal models have increased our understanding of the development and maintenance of the pulmonary epithelium. This review discusses basic cellular mechanisms that regulate establishment of the conducting airway and gas exchange systems as well as the functional maintenance of the epithelium during postnatal life.

Introduction

Lung diseases often involve complex changes in lung architecture and function that may only be revealed at the time of clinical presentation. Management is frequently aimed at alleviating symptoms and slowing the course of disease progression. This approach is taken with variable success and without necessarily understanding the principal cause of the pathology. However, as interest in the underlying basis for disease has grown, it has become apparent that the epithelial lining of the lungs is a key disease mediator and target for therapeutic interventions aimed at either preventing disease in susceptible individuals or reversing it in chronically ill patients. Here, we review the development of the pulmonary epithelium, its roles in normal lung function, and the cellular and molecular mechanisms regulating epithelial maintenance. This knowledge is fundamental to understanding the aberrant repair and subsequent remodeling commonly seen in lung disease pathology and to developing therapeutic strategies aimed at treating patients.

The functional basis for pulmonary epithelial cell composition and structure

The branched structure of the human airways allows for efficient bidirectional transfer of approximately six liters of air per minute between the external environment and the alveoli. Harmful contaminants that enter the lung include particulates, pathogenic microorganisms, and gaseous pollutants. Where these agents are deposited and subsequently interact with the epithelium of the lung is dependent upon their physicochemical properties and the flow of air through the airway (1). This, in turn, is influenced by a combination of airway branching, flexibility, and caliber, which dictates velocity and turbulence (2). The higher velocity and turbulent flow of air in proximal airways creates conditions for the impaction of larger particulates and the “scrubbing” of watersoluble contaminants from inspired air. Smaller particulates and less-water-soluble agents can, in contrast, reach deeper into the lung, where they encounter a much larger combined surface area and lower rates of air flow that favor deposition by diffusion. Secretions that line the airway surface trap airborne contaminants, which can then be removed through mucociliary transport; this is a physical clearance mechanism that moves airway secretions and adsorbed contaminants from the closed-ended distal airways toward the oropharynx (3). Mucociliary transport is facilitated by the formation of two separate layers of airway surface liquid: a periciliary layer of less-viscous fluid that allows for the free movement of cilia and an overlying, viscous layer of mucus that serves to transport adsorbed particles and pathogens out of the airways (4).

Gas exchange occurs primarily across the attenuated blood-air barrier that is formed by the juxtaposition of alveolar type I (ATI) epithelial cells and microcapillary endothelial cells. The other specialized alveolar epithelial cell type, the ATII cell, functions in the biosynthesis of pulmonary surfactant, which lowers the surface tension within the alveoli, allowing for respiration at normal transpulmonary pressures. In addition, both cell types play important roles in fluid and ion transport (5).

The pulmonary epithelium fulfills multiple functions essential for tissue homeostasis (6). Different regional needs for functions such as host defense or gas exchange are matched by differences in the type and abundance of specialized epithelial cells at each location. The properties and fate of lung epithelial cells are largely dictated during development, but their phenotype and function are dynamic and can be influenced by changing micro- or macro-environmental conditions. The capacity of the epithelium to adapt to changing environmental conditions is an important property that allows it to tolerate chronic stress. However, exaggerated responses to chronic stimuli or aberrant responses to naive stimuli may result in pathological remodeling, leading to changes in the barrier properties of the epithelium, composition of extracellular lining fluid, and rate of mucociliary transport, all of which have the potential to compromise pulmonary mechanics and gas exchange.

Proximodistal patterning of the developing lung

The process of lung development in mammals has been best characterized using rodent models. Gastrulation of the developing embryo results in the formation of the three embryonic germ layers whose interactions establish a highly stereotyped body plan. Formation of the anterior foregut pocket results in the establishment of a primitive tube of endoderm surrounded by mesoderm (7). Interactions between these cell types result in the localized formation of primordial buds that give rise to the thymus, lung, liver, and pancreas. The lungs, distal to the trachea, are derived from buds that form from the ventral foregut endoderm at embryonic
day 9.5 in the mouse or week 4 in humans (7–9). The trachea, in contrast, is established by division of the existing foregut lumen into two independent luminal structures that represent the trachea and esophagus (10, 11). This early stage of lung development is referred to as the embryonic phase, the first of five phases that were initially defined based upon the changing morphology of developing airways (ref. 9 and Figure 1). The morphologic changes seen in the embryonic phase of lung development are not cell intrinsic, but rather mediated by diffusible signals from surrounding mesenchyme (12). Early endoderm isolated from surrounding mesenchyme loses expression of genes that mark early cell fate decisions, but these markers are completely restored by coculturing endoderm with mesenchyme and partially rescued by the addition of FGF4 (12). Other diffusible signals from the surrounding mesenchyme that have been shown to affect early embryonic cell fate decisions include members of the TGF-β/BMP, Hedgehog, WNT, FGF, and EGF families (12).

As lung development progresses, embryonic endoderm undergoes progressive fate decisions that generate epithelial progenitor cells with increasingly restricted developmental potential over time. The earliest markers of cells that distinguish future lung from other derivatives of the foregut endoderm include expression of the transcription factor Nkx2.1 and reduced expression of the transcription factor Sox2 (8, 10). Much like the mesenchymal interactions required by the early endoderm for early differentiation, patterning of the lung during the process of branching morphogenesis is dependent on the local paracrine microenvironments, which differ significantly along the proximodistal axis. Grafting experiments using rat embryos have demonstrated that epithelium from both tracheal rudiments and distal lung tips retain the ability to undergo either tracheal or distal lung epithelial cell differentiation under the influence of corresponding regional embryonic mesoderm (13). This demonstrates that early lung endoderm is multipotent and that its fate is dependent upon signals provided by the local microenvironment (primarily mesoderm). However, the capacity of proximal epithelium to undergo multipotent differentiation was lost when early embryonic distal tip mesenchyme was grafted adjacent to proximal epithelium of late pseudoglandular stage lungs (14). The change in epithelial differentiation potential during the transition from pseudoglandular to canalicular phases of lung development reflect the progressive lineage restriction that occurs with advancing gestational age.

Epithelial cells start to assume differentiated characteristics during the pseudoglandular period of lung development. However, the precise temporospatial pattern of this process is highly region and cell type-specific. Some epithelial cell types, such as ciliated cells and neuroendocrine cells, show a proximal-to-distal wave of differentiation that progresses during the phase of rapid airway branching. FoxJ1, a marker of ciliated cell differentiation, first appears in the mouse trachea and large bronchial airways as early as E14 yet its appearance in distal bronchioles is not apparent until E15.5 or later (15). Similarly, pulmonary neuroendocrine cells first appear as precursor cells in proximal conducting airways during the early pseudoglandular period of development and later form at the site of airway branches in more distal conducting airways (16, 17). Solitary neuroendocrine precursor cells become innervated by ganglion cells and expand in numbers to generate clusters commonly referred to as neuroepithelial bodies
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There is some evidence that neuroepithelial bodies play important roles regulating the proliferation of adjacent cells during development and serve as a focal site of secretory cell differentiation in conducting airways (15, 18–20).

Epithelial cell types that appear later in development include secretory cells and basal cells of conducting airways, and type 1 and type 2 pneumocytes of the alveolar epithelium. Scgb1a1, an early marker of secretory cell differentiation, is induced within subpopulations of epithelial cells in developing airways during the late pseudoglandular and early canalicular phases of lung development (ref. 21 and Figure 1). However, maturation of secretory cells occurs over a protracted time frame that spans the late embryonic and postnatal periods. Maturation of secretory cells involves the acquisition of the cellular machinery necessary for metabolism of endogenous or xenobiotic compounds and for secretion of various constituents into the airway lining fluid (20, 22, 23). Basal cells appear in proximal conducting airways during postnatal maturation of the epithelium. Expression of the transcription factor TRP63 defines the developmental progenitor cell pool that yields the basal cell population and is thought to be required for formation of the pseudostratified airway, as p63-null mice lack basal cells and have a columnar ciliated tracheobronchial epithelium (24). Finally, maturation of the epithelium lining respiratory airways, which yields alveolar epithelial type 1 and type 2 pneumocytes, occurs during the late prenatal and early postnatal periods, in what is referred to as the “alveolar” phase of lung development (refs. 9, 25, and Figure 1). During this period, septation of primitive alveoli and continuing expansion of the microcapillary net-
work provide the delicate alveolar structure needed for efficient gas transfer across the epithelial-endothelial barrier.

The cellular composition of developing airways can be regulated either by signals that control regional (proximal versus distal) cell fates or by local signals that guide the type and proportions of specialized epithelial cell types. The BMP and WNT pathways are two of the major signaling cascades that regulate proximal-to-distal patterning of the airway tree (reviewed extensively in refs. 26–28). Inhibition of either pathway in the developing lung endoderm results in loss of distal epithelial structures and cell types (8, 29–31). In contrast, Notch has recently been shown to regulate the balance between ciliated and nonciliated luminal cells in developing airways (32–34). Signaling events involved in the regulation of lung patterning operate primarily during early embryonic and pseudoglandular phases of lung development; however, those involved in regulation of epithelial cell differentiation function during both embryonic and postnatal stages of lung development in addition to normal homeostasis, repair, and remodeling of the epithelium in adult airways.

Epithelial maintenance in the postnatal lung

Embryonic lung development and postnatal growth mark periods of dynamic tissue expansion involving intercellular signals that govern the abundance and positional identity of many different cell types. In contrast, epithelial cells of the adult lung are largely quiescent and replaced at a very slow rate. Despite numerous studies investigating lung epithelial maintenance and repair, controversy remains regarding the regenerative cell types and regulatory mechanisms involved. Some studies have suggested that multipotent stem cells either exist in the lung or are recruited from a distant source such as the bone marrow to the site of lung tissue damage (35–37). However, evidence derived largely from animal models suggests that regional endogenous progenitor cells are responsible for normal lung epithelial maintenance (Figure 2). The concept that regional progenitor cells maintain the adult lung epithelium is consistent with the process of developmental lineage restriction that regional progenitor cells maintain the adult lung epithelium for normal lung epithelial maintenance (Figure 2). The concept suggests that regional endogenous progenitor cells are responsible for normal lung epithelial maintenance (Figure 2). The concept that regional progenitor cells maintain the adult lung epithelium is consistent with findings in other systems of regenerative cell types of multilayered epithelia. For example, in the mammary gland epithelium, luminal and basal-like myoepithelial cells are maintained as independent, self-renewing lineages in vivo; however, upon segregation of the two populations, myoepithelial cells retain the capacity for self-renewal and are able to differentiate into luminal cells. Luminal cells, however, lack the capacity for proliferation in the absence of interactions with myoepithelial cells (50). Altered regulation of signaling pathways such as Notch that mediate cell-cell interactions within the lung epithelium could represent critical determinants of epithelial remodeling such as that seen in squamous metaplasia (51), for which basal cells are the likely precursor (52). In addition to their role in squamous metaplasia, a population of K14-expressing basal cells was demonstrated to be a likely precursor for many non-small cell lung cancers (53).

Even though basal cells represent the progenitor cell of pseudostratiﬁed airways with the greatest potential for clonal expansion and differentiation, luminal progenitor cells account for the majority of proliferating cells under resting conditions and following moderate injury (54). However, lineage-tracing studies in mice suggest that nonciliated luminal cells deﬁned by their expression of the Clara cell secretory protein SCGB1A1 (commonly known as CCSP, CC10, or urotoglobin) are replaced over time, presumably by basal cell–derived progeny (40). How these studies in rodent airways relate to the behavior of nonciliated luminal progenitor cells of the human airway remains unclear. The abundance of Clara cells is decreased in human bronchial airways while overall epithelial proliferation is increased in patients with epithelial hyperplasia and squamous metaplasia. This may indicate a role for Clara cells in the regulation of proliferation and normal maintenance within the human bronchi (52). Furthermore, even though nonciliated luminal secretory cells of either rodent or human airways share similarities in their responsiveness to cytokine/growth factor–stimulated mucus production (55, 56), there are signiﬁcant species differences in the ultrastructural, biochemical, and molecular properties of these cell types (57).

Mucous cell metaplasia is an important finding in patients with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), where increased mucus production leads to thicker secretions and contributes to the formation at mucous plugs within the airways. Mucous cells are rare in the absence of allergic or environmental exposures and are markedly increased with exposure to allergen, cigarette smoke, or other inhaled toxins. Findings from both mouse and human studies suggest that mucous cells have multiple potential progenitors: interleukin-13 has been shown to induce ciliated cells to undergo mucous cell differentiation in a mouse model (58), and Clara cells have been shown to differenti-
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...ate into mucus-producing cells in response to allergen exposure (55, 59). Roles for both ciliated and Clara cells in human mucous cell differentiation are supported by the finding that markers of mucous cell differentiation colocalize with those of either ciliated or Clara cells in tissue from patients with COPD (58, 60). Finally, Notch signaling has been shown to induce basal cell differentiation into both Clara cells and mucous cells, but it is unclear whether mucous cells differentiate directly from basal cells or through a Clara cell intermediary (49).

Simple columnar/cuboidal epithelium of distal conducting airways. Unlike the human lung, intralobar airways of the mouse lung are lined by a simple epithelium that is largely devoid of basal cells (Figure 2). Basal cells of human airways extend in progressively diminishing numbers into bronchioles as small as 1 mm in diameter (61, 62). Even though nonciliated secretory (Clara) cells of terminal conducting airways in the human lung have been shown to proliferate (60), it is not clear whether basal cells of distal airways also contribute significantly to epithelial maintenance at this airway location. It also remains unclear whether there are differences between basal cells of tracheobronchial versus bronchiolar airways. In mouse and rat airways, nonciliated secretory cells function as an abundant pool of renewing progenitor cells (40, 63). These progenitor cells are functionally heterogeneous and include subsets that differ in their contribution toward normal maintenance versus repair following chemical (naphthalene) injury (64, 65). Naphthalene-resistant epithelial progenitor cells of distal airways, termed variant Clara cells, reside at branch points in association with neuroepithelial bodies and bronchiolar-alveolar duct junctions (66–68). It has been suggested that bronchiolar-alveolar duct junction-associated bronchoalveolar stem cells (BASCs) not only represent a multipotent stem cell, but also constitute a tumor-initiating population, based upon their ability to express marker genes representative of both bronchiolar and alveolar epithelium in vitro (68, 69). However, this concept has been challenged by the finding that alveolar cell types contribute to K-ras–induced adenocarcinomas in mice, and in vivo lineage-tracing studies failed to identify distal conducting airway progenitors capable of yielding both bronchiolar and alveolar epithelium during normal maintenance or following injury with naphthalene or hyperoxia (40, 70). However, similar lineage-tracing studies performed using a bleomycin injury model did demonstrate alveolar epithelium derived from an Sgbβ1a1-positive cell (71). Furthermore, a population of p63-positive distal airway basal cells was implicated in regeneration of both airway and alveolar epithelium following lung injury by H1N1 influenza infection (72). These discordant observations highlight the need for further studies to identify and characterize progenitor cells that maintain bronchiolar and alveolar epithelium. Alveolar epithelium. The absence of robust ex vivo organ culture models to study late stages of lung development and postnatal tissue maintenance make alveolarization and alveolar maintenance difficult to study with the same rigor as early embryonic lung development or postnatal airway maintenance. The highly specialized and delicate structure of the alveolar epithelium renders it susceptible to injury by either mechanical forces such as ventilation or chemical agents such as elevated oxygen tension or toxic gases. Furthermore, alveolar destruction is a common pathologic feature of many lung diseases including idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, emphysema, and acute respiratory distress syndrome. Some of the hurdles to progress in defining cell types and molecular mechanisms that regulate alveolar epithelial repair and regeneration include a lack of specific lineage-tracing and/or imaging methods that allow fate mapping of alveolar epithelial cells in vivo. Furthermore, despite the availability of culture models to expand and characterize alveolar epithelium in vitro, the relevance of these models to in vivo tissue maintenance remains controversial. Therefore, even though it has long been accepted that ATI cells function as a progenitor for renewal of injured alveolar epithelium in rodents and humans (73–75), it is unclear whether progenitor cell function is a uniform characteristic of the entire population of ATI cells or whether ATI cells are sufficient for long-term maintenance of the alveolus. Other cell types that may have potential to contribute to maintenance of the alveolar epithelium include ATI cells (76) and rare alveolar epithelial cells that either express the e6β4 laminin receptor or have been proposed to represent a multipotent BASC (68, 77).

Summary and conclusions

The pulmonary epithelium is an important line of defense against our external environment and is imperative for normal gas exchange. It develops through a complex interplay between endoderm and mesoderm, and continued intercellular signaling is key to lung homeostasis. It is clear that a heterogeneous population of epithelial progenitor cells has the capacity to maintain the conducting airways, as is the case with the alveolar epithelium. However, a large gap remains in our understanding of regional progenitor cell hierarchies and intercellular signaling pathways responsible for maintenance and remodeling of the human lung. The pathological changes seen in lung diseases are commonly associated with changes in both the epithelium and underlying stroma, indicating complex interactions between these cellular compartments. There is a need for improved methods to isolate and study individual populations of regional epithelial progenitor cells from the mouse and human lung. These technical advances will provide tractable models to reveal basic signaling mechanisms that contribute to normal epithelial maintenance and remodeling, as well as screening tools for drug discovery.
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